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� Study dynamic biological process
� Cell cycle (Spellman et al., 1998, Mol Bio Cell)
� Developmental studies (Arbeitman et al., 2002, Science)
� Immune response (Guillemin et al., 2002, PNAS)

� About 80 % of microarray time series experiments are short 
(3-8 time points) 
� Cost of microarray
� limited availability of biological material:

Source: Ernst et al., 2005, Bioinformatics

Source: Ernst and Bar-Joseph. 2006, BMC 
Bioinformatics. 

SMD (June, 2004): ~170 published papers, ~30% 
are time series.
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� Do not take advantage of the sequential 
information in time series data

� Popular clustering: hierarchical clustering, 
kmeans clustering, self-organizing maps. (ignore 
the temporal dependebcy among successive 
time points.)(random permute the order of time 
points, the results would not change)

http://www.tm4.org/mev.html

http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm

�( %�) 	�*
(EXpression Analyzer and DisplayER)
Shamir et al., 2005, BMC Bioinformatics

http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~rshamir/expander/expander.html

� � �
� ��
Eisen et al., 1998, PNAS

TM4: �� +
(MultiExperiment Viewer)
Saeed et al., 2003, Biotechniques
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http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~tibs/SAM/

http://www.biostat.washington.edu/software/jstorey/edge/

http://www.strimmerlab.org/software/genets/

���:
Significance Analysis of Microarrays
Detect differentially expressed gene in time series 
data. (Tusher et al., 2001, PNAS)

�	#�: 
Extraction of Differential Gene Expression
(Leek et al., 2006, Bioinformatics)

R package, #� �� � �: 
Microarray Time Series and Network Analysis. 
Detect periodically expressed gene.
(Wichert et al., 2004, Bioinformatics)
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http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/timesearcher/

http://www.psb.ugent.be/cbd/papers/gentxwarper/

http://dir.niehs.nih.gov/dirbb/oriogen/index.cfm

� �� � �� ���� � �: 
Visual Exploration of Time-Series Data 
(Hochheiser et al, 2003)

#� �� , ���� �:  
Mining of gene expression time series 
with dynamic time warping techniques 
(Criel and Tsiporkova, 2005, Bioinformatics)

�* '�#�) : 
Order Restricted Inference for Ordered Gene ExpressioN
clustering for time series.
(Peddada et al., 2005, Bioinformatics)
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http://www.ghmm.org/gql

Gene expression time series analysis software primarily designed for longer time 
series.

http://genomethods.org/caged/

� �#�	: 
Cluster analysis of gene expression dynamics 
based on autoregressive equations 
(Ramoni et al., 2002, PNAS)

#- . :
The Graphical Query Language
A GHMM-based tool for querying and clustering 
Gene-Expression time-course data
(Costa et al., 2005, Bioinformatics)
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� Unique challenges and opportunities inherent in 

short time series gene expression data.

� Thousands of genes are being profiled 
simultaneously while the number of time points is 
few.

� Many genes will have the same expression pattern 
just by random chance.

� Generally require the estimation of many 
parameters and are less appropriate 
for short time series data.

� Do not differentiate between real 
and random patterns.

�� ��: 
Short Time-series Expression Miner
(Ernst and Bar-Joseph. 2006, BMC Bioinformatics.)

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jernst/stem/
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� Determine and 
visualize the behavior 
of genes belonging to 
a given GO category, 
identifying which 
temporal expression 
profiles were enriched 
for genes in that 
category.

� External: gene 
ontology and gene 
annotation from GO 
(http://www.geneontol
ogy.org) or EBI 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
GOA)

� Java-designed, 
� Used library: Piccolo toolkit (Bederson et al, 2004)

� Function: Clustering, Visualization and Comparison
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� The go is a structured vocabulary for 
describing biological processes, 
cellular components and molecular 
functions of gene products.

� The ontology is a hierarchy of terms 
organized as a directed acyclic graph. 

� GO term annotations of gene 
products is available for many 
organisms.

� Official 15 column gene annotation 
format.

http://www.geneontology.org

A popular approach to gain biological insights from a set of identified genes of 
interest is to determine which GO terms annotations are overrepresented among 
the genes in the set.
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� Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) is a computational 
method that determines whether an a priori defined set of 
genes shows statistically significant, concordant differences 
between two biological states (e.g. phenotypes). 
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� p is the probability of observing your data under the assumption that the null 
hypothesis is true.

� p is the probability that you will be in error if you reject the null hypothesis.
� p represents the probability of false positives (Reject H0 | H0 true).

p=0.03 indicates that you would have only a 3% chance of drawing the sample being 
tested if the null hypothesis was actually true. 

	� �������* � �
� Reject H0 if P is less than alpha.
� P < 0.05 commonly used. (Reject H0, the test is significant)
� The lower the p-value, the more significant the difference between the groups.

Type I Error (alpha): calling genes as 
differentially expressed when they are NOT
Type II Error: NOT calling genes as 
differentially expressed when they ARE

H0: no differential expressed.
� The test is significant = Reject H0
� False Positive = ( Reject H0 | H0 true) 

= concluding that a gene is differentially expressed when in fact it is not. 

P is not the probability that the null hypothesis is true!
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'� �� ��� a box with 20 marbles: 19 are blue and 1 is red. 
What are the odds of randomly sampling the red marble by chance?
It is 1 out of 20.

Now let’s say that you get to sample a single marble (and put it back 
into the box) 20 times. 

Have a much higher chance to sample the red marble.
This is exactly what happens when testing several thousand genes at 

the same time:

'� �� ��� that the red marble is a false positive gene: the chance that 
false positives are going to be sampled is higher the more genes
you apply a statistical test on.

X: false positive gene

P(X>=1)

= 1-P(X=0)

= 1- 0.95^n

Multiplicity of Testing

� As many GO categories are being tested simultaneously, it is necessary to correct 
p-values using a multiple hypothesis correction.
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� There is a serious consequence of performing statistical tests on many 
genes in parallel, which is known as multiplicity of p-values.

� Take a large supply of reference sample, label it with Cy3 and Cy5: no 
genes are differentially expressed: all measured differences in expression 
are experimental error. 
� By the very definition of a p-value, each gene would have a 1% chance of 

having a p-value of less than 0.01, and thus be significant at the 1% level. 
� Because there are 10000 genes on this imaginary microarray, we would expect 

to find 100 significant genes at this level. 
� Similarly, we would expect to find 10 genes with a p-value less than 0.001, and 

1 gene with p-value less than 0.0001
� The p-value is the probability that a gene’s expression level are different 

between the two groups due to chance. 

Question: 

1. How do we know that the genes that appear to be differentially expressed are 
truly differentially expressed and are not just artifact introduced because we are 
analyzing a large number of genes?

2. Is this gene truly differentially expressed, or could it be a false positive results? 
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� Multiple testing correction adjusts the p-value for each gene to keep 
the overall error rate (or false positive rate) to less than or equal to 
the user-specified p-value cutoff or error rate individual.
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� The more stringent a multiple testing correction, the less false positive genes are 
allowed.

� The trade-off of a stringent multiple testing correction is that the rate of false negatives 
(genes that are called non-significant when they are) is very high.

� FWER is the overall probability of false positive in all tests.
� Very conservative 
� False positives not tolerated

� False discovery error rate allows a percentage of called genes to be false positives.

most stringent

least stringent
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� The p-value of each gene is multiplied 
by the number of genes in the gene list. 

� If the corrected p-value is still below the 
error rate, the gene will be significant:

�Corrected p-value= p-value * n <0.05.

� If testing 1000 genes at a time, the 
highest accepted individual un-
corrected p-value is 0.00005, making 
the correction very stringent. 

� With a Family-wise error rate of 0.05 (i.e., 
the probability of at least one error in the 
family), the expected number of false 
positives will be 0.05.

Bonferroni, Carlo Emilio 
(1892-1960) 
- Italian mathematician
- Bonferroni correction (1935-36)
- Bonferroni's Inequality
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� This correction is the least stringent of all 4 options, and therefore tolerates 
more false positives. 

� There will be also less false negative genes. 
� The correction becomes more stringent as the p-value decreases, similarly as 

the Bonferroni Step-down correction. 
� This method provides a good alternative to Family-wise error rate methods. 
� The error rate is a proportion of the number of called genes.
� FDR: Overall proportion of false positives relative to the total number of genes 

declared significant.

Corrected P-value= p-value * (n / Ri) < 0.05
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1. Selecting Model Profiles
� select a set of distinct and representative 

temporal expression profiles (Model Profiles), 
selected independent of the data.

2. Assigning Genes to Model Profiles
� Assign each gene passing the filtering criteria 

to the model profile that most closely matches 
the gene’s expression profile as determined 
by the correlation coefficient.

3. Identifying Significant Model Profiles
� Algorithm can determine which profiles have 

a statistically significant higher number of 
genes assigned using a permutation test.

4. Grouping Significant Profiles
� Significant model profiles can be grouped 

based on similarity to form clusters of 
significant profiles.

Purpose: Identifying Significant Expression Patterns

Cluster Model Profile

Genes
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� Select a set of model expression profiles all of which are distinct from 
one another.

� Expression values (log ratios), where the ratios are with respect to the 
expression of the first time point.

� The first value always be 0.

� A parameter c: controls the amount of 
change a gene can exhibit between 
successive time points.

� c = 2: a gene can go up either one or two 
units, stay the same, or go down one or two 
units.

� n time points, � (2c +1)
n-1

distinct profiles.
� 5 time points and c =1, would result in 81 

model profiles.
� 6 time points and c =2, would result in 3125 

model profiles.

� Select m representative profiles (a subset of 
profiles) (see Ernst et al., 2005, 
Bioinformatics).
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� Given a set m of model 
profiles and a set of genes 
G, each gene g in G is 
assigned to a model 
expression profiles mi in m
such that dist(eg, mi) is the 
minimum over all mi in m. 
� eg is the temporal 

expression profile for gene 
g.

� Ties: assign g to all of 
these profiles (h), weights 
1/h.

� T(mi): The number of 
genes assigned to each 
model profile.

dist(eg, mi)
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Identify model profiles that are significantly enriched for 
genes.

� Null hypothesis: the data are memoryless. 
� i.e., the probability of observing a value at any time point is 

independent of past and future values.

�Under null hypothesis: any profile we observe is a results of 
random fluctuation in the measured values for genes assigned to 
that profile.

� Permutation Test: permutation is used to quantify the 
expected number of gene that would have been assigned 
to each profile if the data were generated at random.
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� Under the null hypothesis, the order of the observed values is random.
� as each point is independent of any other point.
� thus permutations are expected to result in profiles that are similar to the null 

distribution.

� Since there are n! time points, each gene has n! possible permutations (can be 
computed for small n).

� For each possible permutation, assign genes to their closet model profile. 
� Let sij be the number of genes assigned to model profile i in permutation j.
� Set Si=�j sij, then Ei=Si/n! is the expected number of genes for each profile model if 

the data were indeed generated according to the null hypothesis.

� Assume: The number of genes in each profile is distributed as a Binomial 
with parameters |G| and |Ei/|G|. 
� Thus the p-value of seening T(mi) genes assigned to profile mi is P(X>= T(mi)),

where X~Binomial(|G|, |Ei/|G|).

� Bonferroni Correction: consider the number of genes assigned to mi to 
statistically be significant if P(X>= T(mi)) < /m.
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�The permutation test is a test where the null 
hypothesis allows to reduce the inference to 
a randomization problem. 

�The process of randomizations makes it 
possible to ascribe a probability distribution 
to the difference in the outcome possible 
under null hypothesis.

�The outcome data are analyzed many times 
(once for each acceptable assignment that 
could have been possible under H ) and 

Ref: Mansmann, U. (2002), Practical microarray analysis: resampling and the Bootstraap.Heidelberg.
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The permutation test allows determining 
the statistical significance of the score for 
every gene. 
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� Advantage
� it can group together genes with similar expression profiles even if 

their units of change are different.

� Disadvantage
�The Correlation Coefficient can take negative values and does not 

satisfy the triangle inequality and thus not a metric.

� Use d = 1 - r: 
�still not a metric, does not satisfy the triangle inequality.

� Generalized version of the triangle inequality: 
�gm(x, z) <= 2(gm(x, y)+gm (y, z)) � a transitive measure.
�When using the correlation coefficient two highly dissimilar profiles 

can’t be very similar to a third profile. 
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Use Graph Theory
� Graph (V, E): 

� V : the set of significant model profiles.
� E : the set of edges.

� Two profiles v1, v2 in V are connected with an egde iff dist(v1,v2) < .
� Cliques in this graph correspond to sets of significant profiles which 

are all similar to one another.

� Greedy algorithm: to partition the graph into cliques and thus to group 
significant profiles.

� Cluster for a significant profile Ci ={pi}, 
� Initial Ci ={pi}, look for a profile pj such that pj is the closet profile to pi that is 

not already included in Ci.
� If dist(pj, pk)<= delta for all profiles pk in Ci, add pj to Ci and repeat process, 
� otherwise stop and declare Ci as the cluster for pi.

� After obtaining clusters for all significant profiles, select the cluster with largest 
number of genes (by counting the number of genes in each of the profiles that 
are included in this cluster), remove all profiles in that cluster and repeat the 
above process.

� The algorithm terminates when all profiles have been assigned to clusters. 

a clique of 
size 5
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� N: the total number of unique genes on the microarray
� m: the total number of genes that are in the GO category of interest.
� Sa: the number of gene’s assigned to profile r.

The enrichment is computed using the hypergeometric distribution ( ) 
based on the actual number of genes in the set of interest.

Advantage: provides a means to externally 
validate a clustering algorithm, since the 
enrichment calculate makes no assumptions 
about how a set of genes was produced.

The p-value of seeing v or more genes in the intersection of the 
category of interest and profile r can be computed as:
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A GO category enrichment p-value based on a profile’s expected size.

� N: the total number of unique genes on the microarray
� m: the total number of genes that are in the GO category of interest.
� Se: the expected size of profile r.

Advantage occurs: in the case in which the genes of multiple independent 
processes happen to have the same temporal expression pattern.  

The enrichment is computed using the binomial distribution ( ) based on the 
expected number of genes in the set of interest.

The p-value of seeing more than v genes belonging to both the category and profile r 
can be computed as:
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� Data: immune response data 
from Guillemin et al. (2000, PNAS)

� Use hmuan cDNA microarray to 
study the gene expression profile 
of gastric AGS cells infected with 
various strains of Helicobacter 
pylori. 
� H.pylori is one of the most 

abundant human pathogenic 
bacteria.

� Cy3 (for the reference), Cy5 (for 
the experimental sample)

� Analyze data from the response 
of the wild-type G27 strain.

� Two replicates on the same biological sample in which time series data 
were collected at 5 time points: 0, 0.5, 3, 6, 12 hours.

� Select 2243 genes from 24192 array probes.
� Set m=50 model profiles and c=2.
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� Colored profiles are 
significant.

� Profiles with the same 
shade belong to the 
same cluster.

� Corr=0.7� =0.3 in 
grouping method.

� one: 3 profiles, 
one: 2 profiles, 
five: single profiles.

Four of the 10 significant model profiles were significantly enriched for GO 
categories. Two of these profiles were assigned to the cluster containing three 
profiles while the others remained separate.
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� Profile 9 (0, -1, -2, -3, -4): 
131 down-regulated genes during 
the entire experiment duration.

� This profile was significantly 
enriched for cell-cycle genes 
(p-value < 10-10).

Many of the cycling genes 
in this profile are known 
transcription factors, which 
could contribute to 
repression of cell-cycle 
genes, and ultimately, the 
cell cycle.
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� Profile 14 (0, -1, 0,2,2) 
contained 49 genes.

� GO analysis indicates that 
many of these genes were 
relevant to cell structure and 
annotated as belonging to 
the categories 
� cytoskeleton (p=9x 10-5), 

� extracellular matrix (9x 10-4),

� membrance (2x 10-6). 

Structural elongation of cells is a known phenotypical response to pathogens, and 
thus thus the enrichment of such genes in up-regulated expression profiles is 
consistent with this biological response.
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� Bidirectional Integration
�determine for a given model profile what GO terms are significantly 

enriched.
�Determine for a given GO category what model profiles were most 

enriched for genes in that category.

� Comparing Data Sets
�For a set of genes which had temporal response X in experiment A, 

which significant responses did they have in experiment B?
�use hypergeometric distribution to compute the significance of 

overlap between gene sets of model profiles of two experiments

Example
�Compare the temporal response of gene infected with a wildtype

pathogen to those infected woth a knockout mutant version of the 
pathogen (Guillemin, PNAS, 2002).

�The response of genes when exposed to a certain chemical 
substance to their response when not exposed. (Jorgensen et al.,
Cell Cycle, 2004 )
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stemGuilleminSample.cmd
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hmwu@stat.sinica.edu.tw
http://www.sinica.edu.tw/~hmwu
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Reference: http://www.sinica.edu.tw/~hmwu/MADA/TimeCourse/index.htm


